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A prank on "Tricky
Dick"
cd hk

a dirty tn k on

ix n, but it was a hoax.
w organization Sunday were
faxed a press release ying fo nner
Pre ident ixon' pardon had been
tol n from the ixon Library in
California. But the relea wa almo t
a dead giveaway. Gerald R. Ford'
middle initial w i orr L ixon'
real pardon i ma federal burglarproof vault.

Majority oppose defecit
deal

Get ready for more
school

A Thursday night at W. 0. Wright's. {The Guardian does not wish to imply that the patron shown
Is using a fake I. D.)

The National Association for
Year-Round Edocation says the USA
has the horte t school year of any industrialized nation - 180 days. St.ates
are considering doing something about
it Maryland has voted to add 20 more
days beginning in 1992, the District of
Columbia wants 40 more days. The
biggest stumbling blocks appear to be
teacher salaries and public acceptance.

Fake IDs not a problem at WSU

Pill Ii nked to breast
cancer
Women who take birth control

Pills for more than four years are
nearly twice as likely as non-users to
get breast cancer before age 50, says a
New York State Department of Health
Study of 2,133 Long Island women.
But researchers say the findings so far
do not justify rejecting the pill for birth
control. The study shows an average
42 percent higher risk of breast cancer
for pill users.

Thomas Gnau
News Editor

Wright's, a tavern on Colonel Glenn
Highway frequented by WSU students,
said she hasn't seen many fake IDs.
It seems that either WSU students
"We've had a few, but it doesn't seem
are especially adept at using/making
fake identification cards, or they aren't to be a major problem," she said.
W .O. Wright's has been open for a
inclined to use them at all.
year,
and Hawse estimated that in that
Dr. Roger Collinsworth , director of
time
15
IDs have been taken . The
public safety at WSU, said he can't
most
recent
confiscation occurred on
remember the last time a fake ID was
September
13.
confiscated from the Rathskeller, a
On the busiest nights-Thursday,
popular campus entertainment spot that
Friday
and Saturday-Hawse has
sells alcohol.
at the door checking the IDs
someone
"It's been a while," said
of
people
as they enter. On slower
Collinsworth, noting that he doesn't
nights,
the
bartender and floor waitress
think a fake ID has been confiscated
have
the
responsibility
of checking the
yet inl990.
ages
of the patrons.
P.J. Hawse, manager of W.0.

Hawse said the main thing about
which her doormen are concerned is
the photograph on the ID. "They' re
trained to look at the person, look at
the ID, look at the person again, and
then check the date on the ID," Hawse
said.
Hawse stressed that on valid driver
licenses the State of Ohio seal is
imprinted over part of the photograph.
The doormen also check the card's
lamination carefully.
W.O. Wright's policy is to keep
the fake IDs and kick the owners of
the cards off the premises. "We don't
allow them to come back," said
Hawse.
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Goldenburg named new SOM dean
medical school needed to find a
new dean. Goldenberg wa
picked becau he had been an
a
iate dean in the School of
Medicine, according to Hathaway. He id, " Kim Goldenberg
had been picked earlier by Kaplan
to be an a ciate dean in th
Sch l of Medicine. He har
h l f

Jill Larcomb
Staff

l

I

President Mulhollan has
announced that Dr. Kim Goldenberg has been named a the new
dean of the WSU School of
Medicine (SOM), according to a
pres relea from Univer ity
Communications. Goldenberg
replace Dr. Stephen Kaplan, wh
h been named a
iat vice
pr id nt of h alth affair .
K plan wa nam d t th
new po iti n
au h h an
int r t in h alth affair , ace rding to Dr. Charle Hathaway , vice
pr ident for academic affair .
Hathaway said, "Stephen
Kaplan has been dean of the
School of Medicine for about two
years and he has put forward a
significant vision for the School
of Medicine in tenns of its being

Dr. Step hen Kaplan

Dr. Kim Go ldenberg

en itive to the health care n ed
of thi metropolitan community.
He has a very good grasp of
changes in health care in the next
decade and these changes will be
changes that affect medicine."
Hathaway continued, "Therefore we have offered him an

pp rtunity t
rv
i t
vice pre id nt of health affair .
In that role, he will be able t
offer advice to me and the
pr ident on a broad range of
health affair ."
Hathaway aid that since
Kaplan took the po ition the

WSU film major produces teen show
Jill Larcomb
Staff

to break up the discussion . One
of these segments i called Talent
Showcase, which will spotlight a
Allen Wolf, a sophomore
local teen' s talent. And the other
motion picture production student segment is called Teen of the
at WSU, is producing a television Week, where we highlight al al
serie for Channel 16. The how,
teen who has made a difference."
''Teen Talk", i a ries that will
two
di cu topic that are important
gments al ng with two di cu to teenager , according to Wolf.
ion gmen , cording to W If.
Said Wolf:"It's a talk show
Some of the ubjects that
for teenagers. It also has segments ''Teen Talk" will cover are the

Coakley
displeased
with
WDTN

coverage
Kelly Keith Dunn
Staff

Director of Housing,
Michael Coakley, expressed
his dissatisfaction with
Channel Two's coverage of
the crowded housing conditions that plagued Wright
State at the beginning of the

fall quarter.
Said Coakley, "I think
Channel 2 (WDTN) is misinforming the public with
their coverage." Coakley
was referring particularly to
an interview in an unprepared lounge room . The
beds that were to be u ed
were not set up and the
windows had not yet been
blocked.
It is possible that the
viewing audience may have
assumed that tudents were
going to tay in the same
kind of " lounge" as portrayed as the backdrop of
the interview with the

director of Student Development.
Another point of grievsee "Coakley" on page 20

death of a friend and teen pregnancy, Wolf said. He said, "We'll
be condu ting urveys to see what
teens are thinking about ..
Wolf said he tarted the
program because he knew, through
contact with teenager , about the
problem they face. He said, "I
work ~ r Y ung Life, an organizati n that work with hi h ch l
ludents. I have a lot of c ntact
with teenagers. Teens are faced

with a lot of complicated problem . Teen Talk will give them
an opportwiity to talk about
problem they face today."
Wolf said he financed the
program through the R naJd
Mc Don Id Children' Chari ti ,
who donated 12 ,000 to th
project. "Th t will fund 20 how
tarting in January," he id. Th
how will premiere in January .

Interested in a
govenment career?
Staff

Other programs will include
speakers from the legi la ti ve
Students interested in a
service committee, budget and
career in state government can
management, administrative
meet with representatives of
ervices, and al o the Ohio Senate
Ohio's tale agencie at the
and Ohio House of Repre entaannual "Careers in Government"
tives.
day, October 18.
Registration begin at 9: 30
Information and application
a.m., and program ru n from 10
for intern hip opportunities will
a.m . to 4 p.m. Attendees will
be available at the free workshop need to provide their own transto be held in the Lobby Hearing
portation and lunch.
Room of the Rhodes State Office
A place can be reserved by
Tower.
writing to the Secretary of State,
Panel discussions will feature 30 E. Broad St., 14th Floor,
representatives from the offices
Columbus, Ohio 43266-0418,
of the governor, attorney general, Attention: Ruth Lawrence.
state auditor and the treasurer.

Friends of WS
in Saudi Arabia
PFC Petrak

Spec-4 Wiiiiam D. Mitchell
Spcciali t Will iam D.
Mitch ll is the n of Sara
Mi hell who i a lab manager
with the WS U Department of
Electrical Engineering . Spec...
Mitchell was deployed to Sau
Arabia on August 21.
Spec-4 Mitchell graduated
from Northridge High Sch I
in 19 5. He joined the Army
immediately after high h I
Ac rding to Sara Mitche ll,~
work with an Apa he attack
helicopter unit in the 101 t
Airborne at Fort Cambell,
Kentucky.
Spec-4 Mitchell has a wile
Tina.

Wiiiiam Rose
William Rose, 20, i a
member of the regular Army.
He has a girlfriend at WS U,
Carolyn Salido, 19, a compute!
engineering major. Salido
described Rose as a "weapons
specialist," and said he was
deployed from Fort Campbell,
Kentucky on September 11.

The Guardian is ti ll
looking C r information about
members of the WS U commu·
nity who have been sent to
Saudi Arabia. Whether they
are friends or relatives, active-

duty, reservists or National
Guard, call Tom Gnau at 8732505, or visit the Guardian
office at 046 University Centd
and tell us about them.

University Center plans for expansion
Susanna G. Newton_ __
Staff
Expanding the Univer ity
Cent r (U ) will brin a out
chang to tudent a tivitie .
Important a pect f the
new , larger UC, which ill
includ the Phy 1 al E ucati n
Buildin , will b ea i r

office and, according to Kathy
Morri , a 1 tant director for
tudent act1v1t1e , better crvice.
Student organization will have
m re opti n for d1ff rent
activiti . b au e of prop ed
multi-purpo e r m . Morri ·
h p that .. tudent organization can plan th 1r own
activit1e at little or no
t."

Current policies and procedures According to Loma Dawes, UC
may change but according to
director, the expanded UC will
Morris, any adaptation will
b able to a commodate the
in lude tudent involvement.
ri ing tudent population: "More
The UC will cor.tinue to be
tudcnt traffic in the larger UC
a main area for tudcn to meet. will incr a e the vi ibility of
Th new UC will have m re
tudent organization and
pace for tudent office and
offi
will al o
etter equipp d to
Plan for expan ion of the
handle ·tud nt me ting .
UC are no t yet c mplete.

Move 10 years ahead of the class.

p

v
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Th r i a b tt r way.
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Melissa Peltier~ the
student government
representative for the
College of Liberal Art ,
was incorrectly identified
in the Septem r 27
Guardian as chair of the
Parking Service
Committee. Peltier is a
student member of the
committee, not the chair.
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SG discusses
parking garage
AoandaShaokar Mazurndar

Staff
Student government (SG)
Representative Sonia Gupta said
at Friday's SG meeting that
Parking Services Assistant
Director Robert L. Kretzer's
comments on building a parking
garage, comments which were
printed in th September 19
Guardian , were mi 1 ding.
Kretzer'
mm nt w : "W
haven't generated parking
r v nu for alm t v n y
now. We don't have any m ni
built up in a fund to put toward
construction of a garage."
Gupta said this comment
would lead students to believe that
bringing an end to free parking on
campus would solve th problem
of paying for a garage.
According to a pres release
from the Department of Public
Safety, each space in a parking
garage would co t more than $75
a month.
Representativ decided to
nd a letter to The Guardian
explaining why SG beli ves a
parking garage at W SU would be
impracticle.
Objections to writing
program

has asked SG to provide four
students to participate in a focus
group. SG decided to comply
with the reques~ but they decided
to request that a random sample
of students from all the colleges
and schools should be interviewed
"Most of the incidents ...
Last year Hernandez
(are) precipitated by non-university proposed a surcharge on tuition to
students," said SG advisor Joanne
pay for updating and expanding
Risacher.
computer services. However, SG
Paul Hernandez, director of
rejected that plan, saying that
the University Computing Servcomputer servic should pursue
ice , ~ been planning to carry out funding through regular channel .
a tudy to ascertain the future
computer needs at WSU, an h

"Overload" makes
mail cut necessary
Greg Billing

on Sept. 10th, and affects the
University Center (UC), Allyn 1
Hall, Millet Hall and the
Due to the ex pan ion of
Alumni Development. All the
Wright State University and
departments in those bui ldings
the addition of off-campus
will be affected by the reducarea requiring ervice , the
tion .
number of mail run to everal
According to Paul W.
building have be n cut. The
Grenz bach, director of Printnew d livery chedule began
Staff

• .. overload" on page 20

Keep your
roommates
in line. Call

1800 654-0471.

According to epre ntative
Dan Brown, the Writing acr th
Curriculum program would
require all tud n to take three
writing inten ive courses in their
major. To pass the course, the
tudent taking the writing intensive option would have to earn a
grade of "C" or higher on a five
page paper. If the per received
less than a "C" grade, the student
would get an "F' fi r the course.
Representatives expressed
objections to the program, and
Representative Melissa Peltier
said a non-English teacher may
not want to spend time teaching
writing.
Fight warrants new look at
guidelines

1
f

WSU ~ new guidelines for
on-campus activities sponsored by
student groups, in an attempt to
prevent incidents such as the fight
which broke out at a September 9
dance sponsored by Black Men on
the Move.
According to SG Chair John
Stekli, it is now required that a
group's advisor be present at all
after-hours activities and that the
identification of all attenders be
checked.
Non-WSU students under the
age of 18 would no longer be
permitted to attend such functions.

zer Plu p ugra that a
11 U, at 1 800654-0471 Ext.
[ ut y ur Ji )mmat in th ir pl
tudent

U,

AIM. H lping ma~ oil g lifi a littl

An.T
The right choice.
This rv1
© 1990 AT&T

may n r

availabl in re id n

hall on your campu .
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r
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Something for
college students
to think about
oil
tu n
arti
larly Wright State tud n
ften
find them lv in a painfully
exigent positi n. M t rudents
must simultaneously do passably
well in school to get the degree, and
ke.ep al least one job to pay the
bills.
To stay in school everincrwing demands mu t be
satisfied, while the job a student
has rarely offers ever-increasing
rewards. Hence the utter frustration of it al I. To keep life interesting, the basic insecurity of the
futuremu tbereckoned with. One
must secure both an education and
practical experience.
You might say that everyone
has to handle uncertainty, and that
is very true, but college srudents
fiu a peculiar kind of uncertainty.

Think a ut thi :
Ac pl fw k a ,F ral
R rve Chairman Alan Gre nspan
told Con gr that, "The oil h k
has clearly increased the probability
of both inflation and recession."
Both inflation and reces ion.
That's a double whammy for two
important segments of the population: the poor and the disenfranchised. The latter group may
include the elderly and people just
tarting out
Repeat people just starting ow.
Okay,nowthinkaboutthi:
When the rece ion turns-be.cause it urely will-recent
college graduates will reap the
benefits of renewed economic vigor.
People who have been working fora
few years immediately after college,
sometime barely scraping by, will
be in the prime po ition of exploit-

The Guardian
1i..-.......,aw~,..

n...

.0ot.•.1•

STAFF

CONNIE HART Editor-In-Chief
CINDY GORDON Bualneu Manager
CHRISTY BOCKOVEN A.dnrtlaln& Man-.er
THOMAS GNAU !fews Editor
ltJCH WARR.EN Features a: Entertainment Editor
CINDY HORNER Sport. Editor
TONY CIARIARlELLO Chief Photoarapher
CRAIG BARHORST Graphics MaJlater
CRAIG CARPER Production Manacer
SANDY GOR.DOrf Secretary
JlfAmAft ROACH Aaalatant Sports Editor
GWENDOLY?f KESTREL Aut.tant FU Editor
J.A801' PHILLIPS Production A.Nl9tant
AMT FRISCH Production Aaat.tant
JEFF JOHN Faculty Ad'thor
KARYK CAMPBELL Media Coordinator

THE GUARDIAN
W n. "-"""'II an lndqtmdmt MWspaper printed week.ly 1huiaa Fall,
..... aacl Sprlna and IM-monlhly durln1 S11J1U11•. The n-tpaper II
~111111.ed by ltlldeib vi Wright mte UnlYCnlty. otnca an located at~
ll•lhlty Center, Wricht Stat. Unl•erslty, Dayton, 0tUo 45435.. BIU!n-

Olllc. ,,.,_: 173-2505. Newn"OOm oma Phone: 173-259'.
~
~ tubtcrlba to I.he U A Today/ AppM ~

1

lDlormation

ing both the promotion that come
with time, and the options that an
economic upturn affords.
In other word , we will have
to pay our due , and the price will
be dear, butn thing lasts i rever,
not even bad time .
Every tage in life i colored
by its wn pecial cri · . It' nev r
ex tly y. Admittedly,collcgc
tud n
n'thaveit rou h ,
y,c al miner redi rial
writer . But it' · t I ~ y u
y urself why y u are in
coll ge. What do you xpect of the
future?
If you're tap-dancing through
your classes thinking that a fancy
piece of paper will land you a
cu hy job, think again. Any fool
can buy a college degree, and you
should really know better by now.
But if you're in school
because you want perspective, and
you want to participate in activities
that are unique to human beings,
then I doff my hat to you. Be ready
for a never-ending task.
And be ready to enjoy
yourself. Self-discovery is never
boring.
Anyway, thinlcaboutit The
future doesn't have to be a grim
prospect, with a little realistic
preparation.

Letters To The Editor
•Letters should have the writer's ignature, printed full
name, daytim telephone number, and cl
st.anding ii
applicable.
• Letter hould be under 400 words In length. Tit•
Guardia11 r rns the right to condense letters, ii
nee
•Letters should be addressed to Tlte GIUU'dia11, Letters,
046 University Center, Wright State University,
Dayton, Oblo 45435.

• Tit• Gll.a.l"dUut wishes to cover a diverse range of topics,
therefore letters which duplicate other letters are
avoided.
• Letters that are libelous or offensive will be rejected.
Letters wblcb request money from readers will be
rejected .
• When responding to another writer's Jetter, refer to the
date and headline only. Don't refer to the writer's name
of the earll r Jetter. Refer to him or her only as "the
writer."

'14l4Jforiab •It bout by-lines rd\ect a majority ot the edltorill karL
IDrillll with

by-Un• nnec:t I.he opinion ot the wrtur. Vlewl aprt:ned la
,.._

....... and cartoon• att tho9e of the wrlten and lll"llttl.

ADVER'tistNd POLICY

.:.:....~ l'Uerftl the riaht to cemor, ttject, or dlsappro•e vi any
- - ---... CIDpJ In 8CCOrdance with any p~t or rutwe ad~

-..nee naill estabUsbed bJ Tiu~

~~vi adnrtq ln Tiu~ should not be uaad t.o Infer
._:::_ aipportt or condo- the 11• ot aay prodlKU or~ -doned

• Tlte Gllardialt reserves the right to reject letters deall.ng
with tbeologkal arguments or letters wblch make
allegations that can not be proven.

Reader defends
Sinclair
ing.

Sinclair College provides
WSU with a large number of
qualified continuing students and
does an excellent job of preparing
those students for successful
completion of their degree
programs. Sinclair Community
College has received numerous
Program Excellence Awards,
many times being awarded
Program Excellence grants over
WSU in head-to-head competition.
All this at a co l to the student,
WSU can't come close to touch-

WSU wants to improve its
image? Try learning from th very
institution you look down your
no al. It' no 1 nger fa hi nable
to have d uble digit tuiti n
incr
every year. Sinclair'
tution ha n't g ne up a dim in the
1 t year. It' al no longer
fashionable to treat tudents like a
menacing inconvience from the
minute they try to sign up to take a
class to the day they finally walk
down the aisle. A caring, helpful
attitude toward students and their
goals-that's what Sinclair
College is known for in this
community. If perhaps WSU
chose to emulate rather than
denigrate Sinclair Community
Colleg~. it would not need an
image change.
Michael M. Garblik
Associate Professor,
Automo tive Technology
Sinclair Community College

Reader believes

in 'pedal power'
In light of the current parking
enigma at Wright State University,
pedal power is a favorable
solution. Agreed, that some
commuters are unable or willing to
commute to Wright State using
pedal power but what of those
who would or do? Roads in the
area possess no shoulders nor
does Wright State possess bike
paths, discouraging any sane
cyclists from ever attempting the
commute from the shortest
distance. Of all the American
universities that I've been associated with, bike commuters are
common and so are bike paths not so at WSU.
Wright State needs bike paths
radiating from central campus to
student housing areas and local
rural areas. Agreed, that Fairborn
corporation cooperation is vital to
help construct the necessary
bik.eway facilities including

bikeway overpasses to safely
circumnavigate the area highways.
I commute on bike at least
three times a week from Huber
Heights, one-way trip thirteen
miles, and feel relatively safe until
near WSU (Kaufman Road). In
wake of possible energy shortages
and environmental concerns a fair
number of WSU commuters
would choose the pedal option if it
were a choice. Bike paths would
add to WSU's outstanding
educational facilities a truly
American campus image. At a far
less cost than many solutions,
positive environmental aspects,
and a positive image, a bikeway
system is an advantageous
solution to the WSU parking
catastrophe.

Bryan Roth
graduate student
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How far can you go
if you buy an IBM PS/2
before December 31?
Anywhere from
coast to coa t or o

d

tud nt Di -

Buy your PS/2 at October Daze (October 5th) and get a free Bonus
Pack filled with everything you need to start computing and look
good doing it! For details, call 873-3385 or stop by 152A Rike Hall!

----·
------ --- - -- -------·--•This offer is available only to quahlted students. faculty, staff and 1ns1ttu1tons that ~ urchase IBM Selected Academic Solutions through participating campus locations from August 1
thl'ough December 31, 1990. Orders are subiect to ava1labll1ty Prices are subject to change and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without written notice •• Vahd for any TWA
desltnalton 1n the conltnental U.S. or Puerto Rico for travel September 16, 1990. through December 19, 1991, at the following round-trip airfares $149 00 round -trip for travel from
September 16. 1990, through June 14, 1991. and September 16. 1991. through December 19. 1991. $249.00 round -trip for travel June 15, 1991. through September 15, 1991. Seats are
hm1ted. Fare 1s non-refundable. 14 day advance purchase. blackout dates and certain other restr1C11ons apply. Complete details will be shown on cert1ftcate. Apphcants for the dis·
count card must be full -time students between the ages of 16-26. ®IBM. Personal System/ 2 and PS/2 are r:?g1stered trademarks of 1ntemat1onaJ Business Machines Corporation
TWA 1s a registered service mark of Trans World A1r11nes. Inc. TWA Getaway 1s a registered trademark of Trans World Airltnes . Inc PRODIGY 1s a registered service mark and trademark
of Prodigy Services Company, a partnership of IBM and Sears. Hayes is a registered trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc.
«> BM Corporation 1990
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arrow Margin is drawn out
David S kes
Staff

"Narrow Margin," based
on RKO's 1954 thriller, "The
arrow Margin," stars Gene
Let' s just suppo e there i
Hackman a the L.A. Deputy
a Deputy Di trict Attorney who Di trict Attorney, Robert
has to bring a murder witness
Caufield, ar.d Ann Archers as
back from a cabin in the
Carol Hunnicut.
Canadian wilderness. Let us
Hunnicut witne es the
murder of Michael Tarlow
also as ume this Deputy
(J .T. Welch) by the underworld
District Attorney is followed
by "bu ine " a ociate of the crime bo Leo Watt and his
murder suspect and cha ed
a ociate, Jack Wootton (Harris
(with witne s in tow) aboard
Yulin, Nigel Bennett) . Hunnian isolated train. What do you cut' only option i to "di aphave? You either have a future pear." Unfortunately, Caufield
story line for "Knot Landing" and Sgt. Dominick Benti (M.
or th e ba i plot for " arrow
Emmett Wal h) try to ma e
Margin."
h r "re-app r' in fr nt f the

abrie 's Fire

r cognition
David R. S kes
Staff

riel Bird (played by James Earl
Jone ) , an ex-Chicago cop who spent
more than 20 year in prison for
Fall is here, and that mean
different things to different people.
killing his partner during a supposed
To some, it symbolizes the raid in 1969. Along comes Victoria
coming of the great religion of bru- Heller, (played by Julia Robins), a
tality: football. Others regard it as young, brilliant,crirninal lawyerwho
the time to trade their pair of jams becomes fascinated with Bird's case.
for a pair of long-johns. However, Again t Bird's wi he , Victoria has
for the soon-to-be extinct race of the case re-opened and the decision
couch potatoes, it is the beginning overturned.
of a new television season. Among
Once freed, Bird is hassled by
all the programs airing this year, one Victoria to become her investigator.
deserves special recognition: "Gab- Aftera few arguments, Bird agrees-riel' s Fire."
provided he can quit after any case.
"Gabriel's Fire" is about Gab- This sets the pace for the rest of the

courts. In the pro ess, Sgt.
Benti is killed, while Caufield
and Hunnicut barely e cape the
gunfire to reach what they
believe is the safety of a
passenger tr3ir.. Nothing could
be further from the truth.
Aboard the train, Watt '
hitmen, Wootton and Nelson,
(James B. Sikking), search
di creetly for Hunnicut, whom
they have not seen, but they
know she i with Caufield. A
ometime tediou and boring
game of cat-and-mou e ensue .
"Narrow Margin" i a
decent movie with a few flaw .
Fir t, ome f the action

equences are drawn out a
little longer than they should
be. For example, a car/helicopter cha e down the mountainide ta1ces 15 minutes, rather
than five. Five minutes would
have been more effective and
less boring.
Secondly, the film tends to
sway more to scenery and
character development than to
action and plot. Don't get me
wrong! I under tand that
scenery and characters are
important to a film, but
without a little action and a
olid tory , character and
cenery m an a ut a much a

0

a 2.5.

PLACES TO BE AND THINGS TO SEE

n.
I found thi h w very intense.
It keep you anxi u ly involved m
the plot, while having enough tw1 t.<
andtum tomake"ThcBca t"roller
coaster m like a lei ·urely Sunday
drive.
Th chara tcf'iaresoliden ugh
to grasp and und r tand, while leaving enough mystery about their future to draw your int.ere t week after
week.
Another remarkable way the
show keeps fresh i by focusing on
social i ue and que lions. In the
first episode alone, the series addressed such issues as civil rights,
the right of the accused, and the
legal system in general. "Gabriel's
Fire" not only presents society's
problems in a very entertaining way,
butitalso tate anopinionaboutthe
problems. It is a thought provoking
show.
"Gabriel's Fire" is the show for
the free thinker. It is for anyone who
believes watching something can be
simultaneously intelligent and entertaining.

a pha er means to Indiana
Jones-ab olutely diddly- quat!
Just ask the makers of "Friday
the Thirteenth" parts one
through 100 (they don't have
scenery, story, characters, or
plot).
Over all, "Narrow Margin"
was a decent film, but by no
stretch of the imagination a
gripping as Die Hard." On the
other hand, it was not a dull
a "Friday the Thirteenth"
(pick one). It gives the average
movie goer a tame rollercoaster ride. Of a possible four
tars, I give "Narrow Margin"
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Joe Vs. the Volcano
The Rat at noon
11
Dick Tracy''
Lttuo Art Theatre
through October 6

Exquisite Fashion
Bogart•s

Annual Fall Juried Show
Dayton Society o1
Pamters and Sculptors
High Street Gallery
through October 28
Brit lsh Printmakers
, 1960 to present
Cincinnati Art Museum
thrO:Ugh December 30
• DanfelUord's
"lntematlonal"

'· Marlonette Theatre
Murphy Theatre
Wllmlngton 1 Ohio.
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Fall movie previe
What do you do for
fun on campus?

"I enjoy looking at the
patterns of the bricks on

"Try to find a parking space
In Allyn.'

Millet Hall."
John Stekll
Senior
Math Education

Heidi Geron
Freshman
Undecided

"Go to the parties on
"Yeah, 1don't think It's legal,
campus and go to the Nutter not In Ohio."
Center and play ball."
Franendo Miiiner Jr.
Fr•hman
Communk:atton

Sit here and watch people
o by and smoke."

Jennifer Lee Carder
Student
English

"Watch the world go by In .
Allyn Lounge."

Dennie Baker
Student
Undecided

Answers to last weeks quiz:

A - Bart Simpson
B - President Bush
C - President Muhollan

Angle Shirk
Freeh man
Journalism

Brett Turner
Staff

Just as summer is the season
to showcase big-budgeted films
aimed at the youth market, fall is
geared more toward adults,
showcasing film with more
mature subject matter . This fall
look to be no exception.
Fall i the eason film
companie choo e to pen films
which they hope will be c n idcred f r 0 ar nominati n . If
eri u film are n t f r you,
don't worry, there will be plenty
of action with uch heroe a
Steven Seagal, Sly Stallone and,
of course, Arnold Schwarznegger.
The return to a more serious
approach to films has proven
popular this year, with the success
of films like "Presumed Innocent"
and "Ghost." This fall will
continue the trend with such films
as "Postcards From the Edge"
which stars Meryl Streep and
Shirley MacLaine. In its first
week of release, "Postcards From
the Edge" finished first at the box
office and won praise from
critics.
A number of genres will be
present in this fall's films. The
thriller will be back in full force.
"Narrow Margin" starring Gene
Hackman and Anne Archer looks

experience at playing low-lifes,
returns in "State of Grace."
"Miller's Crossing" is the latest
offering from the Coen Brothers
who made the 1984 oddity
"Blood Simple." And last but far
from least, the greatest gangster
saga of all is continued when
Francis Ford Coppolla' s Godfather 3" is released at Christmas.
There will be no hortage of
fright film thi Halloween either.
Included will be a color remake
of "Night of the Living Dead;"
the return of Chuckic, the deadly
doll, in "Child' Play 2;" "Ambuto
a u pen eful film, a d
lance," a Lory about illegal dream
"The De perate Hour " tarring
Mickey Rourke in a remake of the experimentation; "Jacob's Lad1955 Humphrey Bogart film. Don der," a tale about hallucinations;
Stephen King's "Graveyard
Johnson will play a drifter in
Shift"; and "Two Evil Eyes," a
Dennis Hopper's "Hot Spot".
Finally, Michael Keaton will play film from George Romero of
"Night of the Living Dead" fame.
a dangerous stranger in "Pacific
But that's not all by far folks.
Heights", also starring Melanie
There will also be new films from
Griffith.
Clint Eastwood, Tom Selleck and
The other important genre to
Prince. Also. look for Sly Stalbe represented in this fall's films
lone• s comeback in "Rocky Y",
will be that of the gangster film.
Disney's classic "Fantasia" and
No less than four major producdocumentaries on Depeche Mode
tions will premiere between now
and Paul McCartney. If you still
and Christmas. First up will be
Martin ("Taxi Driver") Scorsese's can't find anything to your liking,
"Goodfellas", which stars veteran hold on. Christmas is just around
the comer to continue where
gangster actor, Robert DeNiro
summer left off with even more
who has played everyone from
sequels and big budget film s.
Vito Corleone to Al Capone.
Sean Penn, who also has

Fall is geared
more toward
adults,
showcasing
films with more
mature subject
matters.

Another look at summer movies
Brett Turner
Staff

The summer movie season
is now officially over and the
big winner at the box office
came as somewhat of a surprise. "Ghost," the romantic
thriller starring Patrick Swayze,
Demi Moore, and Whoopi
Goldberg, took in a surprising
$125 million to become the
number one box office draw of
the summer. What is so noteworthy is that "Ghost" was a
relatively small film in comparison to the other big-budget
films which were predicted to
dominate the box office. In
retrospect, Swayze and friends
were able to mambo past the
big guns of Schwarzenegger.
Cruise and the countless
sequels with considerable ease.
Overall, this summer's
films made 9% less than last
summer's record-breaking
earnings. The main reason this
summer's films did not do as

well may be that, unlike last
summer's "Batman". there was
no bona fide blockbuster.
Therefore, when highly touted
films did not reach their
expected potential at the box
office, industry bigwigs labeled
them as a "disappointments" or
"failures".
It is difficult for the
average person to imagine how
a film such as "Total Recall"
or "Dick Tracy" can be called
a disappointment when they
gross over $100 million.
However, the average person
has little knowledge of what
goes into producing these huge
films.
Several factors can account
for the success of a picture.
The first factor is the escalating cost of making a major
movie. The average cost is $23
million. "Die Hard 2", "Total
Recall", and "Days of Thunder" were all rumored to have
cost in excess of $50 million
each, and those are just pro-

duction costs. Add to that the
star's salaries. Schwarzenegger,
Cruise and Willis each received around $10 million , plus
a percentage of the gross of
their films .
Additional costs can be
due to possible overruns.
"Days of Thunder" was being
worked on right up to the week
of its premiere and "Die Hard
2" was plagued by problems
with weather, causing further
budget problems. Another huge
cost can be the advertising
campaign. The success of the
"Batman" campaign has led to
a major emphasis being placed
on a film's publicity. hoping to
equal that success.
The final factor in the
financial success of a film lies
with the audience itself.
Sequels and films which
feature big stars are something
of a gamble these days because
of the past successes of those
involved with it. "Dick Tracy",
..... Movie" on page 19
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We could all learn a lesson from this clown
Al Massciti
ecopyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network

When he was in college,
David H. Baum spent a few sum. mers as a clown. Then he got serious about it.
Now he makes a living as an
organizational psychologist doing card tricks, rope illusions
and juggling through his lectures.
Baum, 35, of Ardmore, Pa.,
says tressful situations aren' tthe
problem. The way people react to
them is the problem. "If you look
at soap operas and situation
comedie , the plot are identical.
Whether it's maudlin and painful
or humorous depend on how we
choose to look at it."
Here are Baum's tips on
how to lighten up effectively:
- "Don't try to be funny,
just try to have fun." The best

humor is spontaneous, ansmg
from a playful, open, spontaneous and optimistic view of the
world.
- Break from routine,
even if it's only for 10 minutes a
day. "If you normally walk for
exercise, walk backwards tomorrow."
- Direct humor at yourself and others in equal measure.
"Think of four comedians-Joan
Rivers and Don Rickles, and Bill
Cosby and Woody Allen. The latter two seem warmer because
most of their stories are about
themselves." But humor directed
at others can serve to show affection.
- Realize that humor is
most effective when it's used on
people who trust you. "If a person
feels a distance between you,
he'll fill that space with a worst-

case scenario." What is meant as
humor might seem like hostility.
Baum illustrated the power
of humor to defuse a tense situation by relating his experience
in a pub in Northern Ireland, when
a drunken patron hushed the room
by challenging him to "Come on,
Yank, tell us what you think of
'The Troubles.' Are you for the
Catholics or the Protestants?"
Baum says he stood up,
took off his jacket and unbuttoned
his shirt to reveal a T-shirt that
read,"Don't shoot me, I'm Jewish." As the tense room exploded
in laughter, hi protagonist eased
his own embarrassment with humor, asking,"Yes, but are you a
Catholic Jew or a Protestant
Jew?"
(Al Mascitti writes for The
Wilmington News Journal

e.

Assistant Features and Entertainment Editor
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Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

CALL 293-1725
FOR COURSE INFORMATION

NEED CASH
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Meet with admission representatives from all
Ohio law schools. as well as representatives from
selected other law schools, on:

SCHOOL?

g

1ge

Stop by The Guardian in 046 University
Center and fill out an application.

Help save lives and
donate.plasma.
Earn up to\$30 a week

~ plasma alliance
165 East Helena Street
Dayton, Ohio

Phone: 224-1973

I

Tuesday, October 9, 1990
7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Student Center,
Faculty Dining Room

r.---------------------~

I
I

!
I

I

1

I
:

BR.ING YOUR WRIGHT STATE I.D. AND
RECEIVE 15 ON YOUR FIRST VISIT

I
I

Buddy Card ~I· !
Briilg this card and a friend
I
and receive $5 more.
1-1

This is an excellent opportunity to learn more about legal education.
admission requirements to the various law schools. scholarships and
financial assistance. as well as a number of other concerns pertinent
to law school. Please join us!

I

Name
Frien4"s Name

I
:

~ ---------------------~

Sponsored by the Ohio Law Caravan and the
Wright State University Pre-law Program.
'
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USA TODAY/~ Colege

instructional year of any industrialized nation - 180 days, says the
National Association for YearRound Education. States are
responding: Maryland's State
Board of Education has voted to
add 20 school days beginning in
1992. The District of Columbia
wants 40 more days; North
Carolina has proposed adding 20
days. Other states are expected to
follow.

'60S clothing back in
style

Get ready for more
school
The USA has the hortest

The Sixties are coming back
in clothing, according to Women's

Wear Daily and Glamour. Victor
Costa has introduced a mod,
multicolored cotton faille handbag
with goldplate chain. Sterling is
still popular in jewelry. White
gloves are making a comeback, as
are pastel suits and matching
handbags and coats.

colored stones and will cost about
$24 for six. Page Hill Starzinger,
fashion writer, recommends Nony
New York's designs in the
September issue of Glamour.

profession; third, for the season;
and fourth , for the fashion.

Dress for success

In Saudi Arabia. U.S. troops
wait for war. But on U.S. college
campuses, the battle already has
begun to prevent the fighting.
Taking a cue from Vietnam War
protests, some students are
forming information groups and
staging demonstrations questioning U.S . military presence in the
Persian Gulf. Students also say
they are nervou about the draft
and fear a rerun of Vietnam .

Dressing for success is now
focusing on legs, not shoulder
Covered buttons make
pads, for working women. Short
comeback
skirts, long shorts with tights,
leggings or catsuits are the looks
Accessory designers are
of
the moment. Fashion experts
adding ornaments to everything
from swimsuits to evening gowns. say for men, strange pattern mixThis fall clip-on buuon covers will up are in. Experts caution that
clothes mu l be "appropriate."
be howing up in clothing tores.
Fir l for figure ; second, for the
The cover will be made of

Thi me t r, take some electiVl
in communications.
60 minutes of
long distance.

Introducing A1&T

For free.
Movies. Video .
And more.
For less.

tudent Saver Plus.

Kids get into protest
spirit

Pay-per-view expaning
A pay-per-view programming expan , m r programs are
surfa ing. Action Pay Per View, a
movie channel pecializing in
action movie , was launched la t
month. "Sports Forum," an hourlong football program, providing
betting lines and handicapping
information made it debut
September 9. A similar program,
"Between the Line ", i slated to
premiere in December.

'Fallen' ad is a hit
'Tve fallen and I can 't get
up!" The line from a television ad
has become the cry of the 1990s.
In the ad, Mrs. Fletcher tumbles
down stairs, pushes a Lifecall
emergency medical device and
squawks for help. Now, "I've
fallen" T-shirts are blanketing
U.S. shops.

You don't need
to wait till spring

Abortion plll survey
released

tog ta break.
With th AI'&T Reach
~ America Pfan·, y u'll
g t saving 2
urs a day,
7 day ':l w k. Including

?5% off our already low
evening pri

I

I
{

I

(

!
Ir
f

Keep your
roommates
in line.
We1l

parate

your lo ng distance
calls from your
roommates' calls
with AT&T C,a//
.Manager~ And well
do it for free.

f

r

•=:.r

• This ~ may !lOl be llVllilable in residence halls on your ca.mpus.
applies to out-of-state calls direct-dialed 5- 10 pm, Sunday- Friday

~

To enroll in the Al&T Student Saver Plus programs that
are right for you, or to get the
best value in long distance ser vice, call us. They just might
be the most profitable electives
you11 ever take.

1800 654-0471 Ext.1230

Amr Helping make

college life a little easier.

--

ATs.T

The right choice.

The controversial French
abonion pill has the same physical
effect as a heavy menstrual cycle
and is less trumatic than a surgical
abonion, says the only U.S.
researcher to study it, Dr. David
Grimes of the University of
Southern Califomia. Grimes'
study of 16 women who took the
RU 486 found that all would
choose it again if needed. Abortion opponents question the pill's
safety.

Shrinking aid hits
blacks harder
Shrinking federal f mancial aid
could be a key reason for the
declining number of blacks
enrolled in college. A Higher
Education Research Institute
survey at the University of
California, Los Angeles, shows
black students have become
increasingly dependent on
financial aid. In all, 38 percent of
black families' incomes are less
than $20,000 a year, compared to
12 percent of whites.
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Babblings on.

• •

Dorm room cooking
Rich Warren
F&E editor

Have you ever been sitting at
home, in your apartment, or in
your dorm room, when hunger
strikes, suddenly sending you into
a gluttonou devouring pree?
Are you tired of eating stale
Twinkie , soggy pretzel and
beanie weanie ? Are you ready
for a change?
If there i anything universal
about college students, it is that
all of us have to eat Almost as
universal is that none of us know
a sauce pan from a muffin tin.
Few have access to a real kitchen,
and fewer still know how to turn
on (or more importantly--0ft) the
stove.
With this in mind, I want to
present a cooking style that even
the most food-phobic person can
handle--dorm room cooking.
What is great about dorm room
cooking is that you do not need to
know the names of billions of
spices, nor do you need to own or
know how to use any expensive
kitchen supplies. Dorm room
cooking is a simple way to
prepare food, using common
household appliances.

Yes, that's right You can
cook using power drills, hair
driers, stereos, and millions of
other non-cooking appliances to
prepare your meals (and scare
your roommates).
The simplest recipe (and the
only one that we know work )
only requires two slices of bread,
cheese, aluminum foil, and an
iron. Put the cheese between the
lices of bread, and wrap the entire
me s in the aluminum foil. Make
sure that the aluminum is completely sealed around the sandwich, otherwise you will end up
with a cheesy mess.
To cook, just heat up the iron,
and press it against the sandwich.
Then (carefully) flip the sandwich
over, and iron the other side. If
you unwrap the foil, and the
cheese is not melted, you did not
"cook" it long enough; if the bread
is burnt (or melted, for that
matter), you "cooked" it too long.
Other ideas have included
cooking those refrigerator crescent
rolls on a curling iron. While I
have the highest confidence that
this will work, none of my female
friends will let me borrow their
curling irons. So the careful
scientific experimentation will

1

Neon movies show
classic films
Charles Kin
Staff

Do you long for the days when Hollywood was in its prime? Are
nostalgic for stars such as Bette Davis, James Stewart, Clark Gable, He
Fonda, Joan Crawford or Gary Cooper? Would you like to see films f1
the master of suspense himself, Alfred Hitchcock? Don't Worry! The1
help.
Dayton has a classic film society for all those who long for
Hollywood of the 30 and 40s. The organization is called F.L.I.C.K
Film Lovers Idolizing Cinema Klassic's Society. Leon Bey, one of
organizers of the society, said the organization is ju t beginning it 1
season at the Neon Movie in downtown Dayton.
"Our point wa to have a howca e for cla sic films on Saturday
Sunday matinee ,"said Bey. "Our purpose was to promote movie clas
on the big screen."
Some of the films shown in the past have been "Gone With the Wit
"Now Voyager" and ''The Philadelphia Story." F.L.I.C.K.S. has featt
such stars as Bette Davis, Clark Gable and Joan Crawford.
Bey said the society tries to appeal to all ages. "The audience is m
up of different people," said Bey. "Some are older people who cc
because they like older films. Where else can you see these on the
screen?"
F.L.I.C.K.S . began its fall season at the Neon Movies on Sept.err
22-24 with "It Happened One Night," a 1934 comedy and winner of
Academy Awards. The movie starred Clark Gable and Claudette Colt
A grea~ quick dessert
On September 29 through October 1st the society showed the 1
comedy, ''The Women" starring Joan Crawford and Rosalind Russel
Serves 8
Coming features will be the 1944 film, "Laura" starring Gene Tier
Cost $2·$3.00
and Vincent Price featuring new footage, never before seen in the Da,
area. On October 27-29 there will be an Alfred Hitchcock double feat
To Buy:
the 1935 film "The 39 Steps" starring Robert Donat and Madeline Cat
1 ready made pie crust, M"
1 package of instant pudd~
and the 1938 film ''The Lady Vanishes" starring Michael Redgrave.
1 contail« d whipped topping
those western fans, F.L.I.C.K.S. will show Henry Fonda in the 1
Make the pudding 1ccording to the directions
western "My Darling Clementine" on November 3-5.
for pie fillllg. POll' into pie crust. Chill at least
Other features will be the 1939 classic "Of Mice and Men" star
one hour. Top with whipped cream. Voila! an.
Burgess
Merideth, on November 17-19 followed by the 1936 film "Lib
inexpensive, delicious ·desert that looks like 1t
was hard to make.
Lady" with the legendary Jean Harlow and the equally legendary Spe1
Tracy. The film "Mr. Deeds Comes to Town" starring Gary Cooper co
to Dayton December 8-10. F.L.I.C.K.S. closes the fall season on a lig
note with a comedy double feature, "My Man Godfey" starring Ca
Lombard, and "His Girl Friday" starring Roaslind Russell and Cary G
on December 15-17.
Bey said many of these films were booked by Larry Smith, the fon
manager of the Neon Movies. When Smith developed cancer he ha1
receive and education, hoping resign. Over the years Smith collected movie memorabilia from the
that this education will lead to and 40s. To cover his medical expenses Smith is allowing this memorat
to be auctioned off on Sunday, December 16 at the Neon Movies. ·
a job. A disabled student is
auction
will be hosted by Dayton Daily News Columnist Dale Huffrr
no different; he or she wants
to learn and to work. They
have the same fears as other
students: failing, not graduating, and not finding a job. In
addition to these fears, they
also deal with other obstacles,
Marianne Flagg
obstacles which add to their
acters and constant. readers.
eCopyright 1990, USA TODAY/
fears.
His most unsettling tales de
Apple College Information Network
Physical obstacles can
derive from vengeful teleki·
hinder the student's learning
netic teens, vampires cuttin.
process. Stop and think: what
In a career of more than
their teeth in small towns c
would you do if the stairs in
20 novels, horror master
evil dogs. They seep from '
front of you were the only
Stephen King has shown he
corners of troubled human
things blocking you from
can fling blood with gusto.
souls - from childhood
reaching class, and you could
"Carrie," "'Salem's Lot"
traumas to the bogeyman
not climb the steps? What if
and "Cujo" are among King's
under the bed.
you had the answers but could most popular sanguine tales.
King's latest collection,
not speak or write? What if
But the prolific Maine
"Four
Past Midnight," prese
the teachers wrote important
writer excels at plumbing the
four tales about time and
see "Disabled" on page 19
subterranean fears of his charsee "Souls" on page 19
____ .. ___ __ _ ... ________ .. __ _ .. ________ ......
have to wait for a while (If you
have any luck, let me know).
So let your imagination
roam. Look around your
apartment, house, or dorm room,
and invent a few dorm room
recipes for yourself. Don't think
of your television as an entertainment center, think of it as an
alternate way for frying eggs.
Become a dorm room gourmet
Seriously folk , here's a
cheap, easy and quick recipe that
you can make to impres your
friends. Look for more cheap
and easy recipes in upcoming
issues of The Guardian.

-Do~om

/'Recipies

Disabled does not mean dependent
Cheryl Scott
staff

aid

of

s
to

drive a car.
Other students need
Disabled students attend
constant care. They are
Wright State University to
dependant on another human
receive an education just like
being for everything from
every other student.
using the restroom to getting
Disabled students need to
to and from class. However,
eat, drink, move around and
they are not dependant on
have a life just like everyone
other human beings for
else. Their goals are the same learning. Their brains function
as an everyday Joe, the only
properly and they have the
difference is the path they
ability to acquire and retain
vast amounts of information.
must travel.
Contrary to popular belief, It may take longer, and they
may need special devices,
disabled does not mean
dependant. Many students do
such as a phonic system, a
not need constant care and
bliss board (a paper with the
supervision. They prefer to do alphabet, numbers, and freas much as they can on their
quently used words and
own and to be as independent phrases on it), or help taking
as possible. Some of these in- notes, but the knowledge they
dividuals can dress themreceive is their own.
The reason any student
selves, feed themselves, take
notes, go dancing, and even
attends a university is to

Troubled souls create
troubling stories
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Wright State loses in
overtime to Dayton
Cind Horner
Sports Editor
Heartbreaking defeats.
This loss had to rate right up
there at the top.
Wright State's men's soccer
team lost to Dayton 2-1 in overtime
under the lights at Bojaun field on
the campus of U.D. Wednesday
night.
The Raiders had opportunities,
but it was the Flyers that made the
most of their own.
It was the second straight year
that Wright State has lost to their
crosstown rivals in men, s soccer,
but WSU still leads the series 9 .. 7 _
2.
For the longest time it looked
like it was going to end in another
tie, but, it didn,t happen that way.
Two 15 minute periods were
played and the Flyers needed both
of them to post the victory.
They scored the winning goal
with 12:45 to go in the second overtime period when Scott Anthony
nailed his second goal of the game
off a duel assist by Brady O'Toole

and Todd Gummer.
In the overtime period . WSU
was playing with one le s man .
Red and yellow card were
given to both side all night, but
WSU was delivered a blow when a
red one was handed to senior Jim
Ulrich for no apparent reason.
Ulrich was ejected from the game
just 11 minutes into o vertime.
Wright State felt it was a bad call o n
the part of the official, especially
with it being a close game.
TheFlyersfeltthat theejection
was the key to the victory, but
Wright State Coach Greg Andrulis
thought otherwise.
'·It's certainly harder to play
with ten then eleven," he said. "But,
we should have never been in that
situation. We hit the crossbar twice
(in regulation). Give them credit.
They took care of their chances and
did what they had to do."
WSU had 15 shots on gual to
UD's eight in the second half and
overtime periods. Dayton goalkeeper Joe Fisher was like a wall,
not allowing any shots to break
through. He entered the game in

the econd half and racked up ten
save.
"It wa probably the be t game
I've ever played," Fisher aid. "It's
the bu iest I've been since high
school. We started playing defensively. For 20 minutes we kept
clearing the balls off.,,
Dayton was also the first to
score in regulation. Anthony put
his first goal in with 4:1 5 remaining
in the first half on an assist by
O 'Toole.
Wright State didn ' t score until
there was 4:51 left in the game.
Brian W altersheide zinged it in on
an assist by Errol Douglas. It was 11 and anybody's game, but Dayton
claimed in the overtime.
The rivalry between the two
schools made its presence known.
The Raiders were whistled for
33 fouls to the Flyers 29.
"Every game is a big game,"
Dayton Coach Roy Craig said.
"There's two excellent teams in
Dayton. I'm ju t glad we won."
Wright State fal ls to 5-3 while
Day ton boosts their record to 6 -21.
Nell Chandler tries to fend off a U. D. defender

Raiders send Louisville flying
Greg Billing
Staff

getting back to the way we
played before," said Wright
State Coach Hylton Dayes. "We
Don't be surprised if the
knew if we played well we could
Louisville Lady Cardinals
win."
appear on Wright State's
schedule next year in women's
On Saturday, freshman
goalkeeper Becky Rowland
soccer.
recorded her third career shutThe Wright State Raiders
magic over Louisville continued out, and first against Louisville.
Saturday, as the women's soccer Rowland, from Cincinnati
team shut out the Lady Cardinals Turpin, had help from a strong
defensive effort as they allowed
2-0 at home. The victory kept
alive a two game winning streak no shots on goal and just one
corner kick.
for the Raiders.
"We knew all our goal
Earlier in the week, Wright
keepers had talent," said Dayes.
State defeated host Wilmington
"Rowland is very vocal and
3-1. With the win the Raiders
improve to 4-3 on the season .
takes charge!'
The offense was equally
"We came out of the
Nebraska trip and worked on
impressive, launching 15 shots

at the Lady Cardinals' goal .
Senior Chris Hawker scored her
first goal of the season with a 20
yard bullet past goalkeeper Beth
Garchek. The score came with
53:28 gone in the game.
Cindy Conley, a sophomore
from West Chester, Lakota,
added an insurance goal fourteen
minutes later to give Wright
State the lead for good. Conley
scored on a penalty kick for her
first goal of the season. Both
goals were unassisted.
The Raiders are 6-0 lifetime
versus the Lady Cardinals.
"Part of the reason we won
Saturday is that Louisville is in a
rebuilding year," Dayes said.
"We also needed to get a win to

push our record over .500."
On Wednesday, Wilmington
fell to the Raiders', 3-1.
Freshman sensation Mary
Beth Lengefeld of West Carrollton, came off the bench to record
her first career hat trick. The
three goal performance gave her
the team lead with five. Joanne
Paxton and Debbie Dunn are tied
with three goals each.
All three of Lengefeld' s
goals came in the second half.
The first was unassisted to
give the Raiders a 1-0 lead.
Freshman Melissa Belrose of
Burke, Va. fed Lengefeld for a

2-0 lead. Wilmington cut the
deficit to one with a Julee Foley
goal.

Junior Debbie Dunn and
senior Chris Hawker teamed up
and dished it off to Lengefeld for
the hat trick.
Wright State faces another
tough challenge when they host
nationally-ranked Siena Heights
Sept. 26, at 5 p .m .
"We want to continue to
regain our confidence," Dayes
said. "It' s always a tough game
against Siena Heights. This year
they again have another outstanding team. We are a young
team and each game we are
proving ourselves. Hopefully we
can come out with a win ."
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Volleyball
likes
tough
- ---hedule
Nathan Roach
Assistant Sports Editor

The Wright State Raider
hope their tough schedule lands
them a conference title.
Although the Wright State's
volleyball team is 8-8, it is still
playing effectively considering the
competition it has faced.
The Raiders chose to have a
tough schedule and they hope it
will pay off when it comes time to
face the teams in the Nonh Star
Conference.
Last Thursday, Wright State
lost to the University of Wyoming
in three straight games (2-15, 1517, 5-15) to bring the Raiders'
record to 8-7, then on Friday the
Raiders took on a strong Colorado
State team and lost (0-15 , 4-15,
and 3-15). This was the first time
since 1981 that Wright State had
been shutout by Colorado State
leaving the Raiders' record to 8-8.
The whole idea for volleyball
coach Linda Schoenstedt was to
play a tough schedule to get the
team ready for the NSC championship tournament starting on the
16th and 17th of November.
"We're better than 8-8," said

Schoenstedt "It is particularly
good going into the conference. If
we are healthy, we,11 be ok. I hope
that this is a great learning
experience to control our anxiety.
Colorado was intimidating, but we
worked hard They just had an
answer for everything we did."
Schoenstedt thinks that
although the team has experienced
Nathan Roach
some tough losses, playing the
Assistant Sports Editor
toughest will build confidence for
the team. "We,11 play the best
competition, it will make our
For the second tournament
players better," she said. "Some
in a row, the Wright State
teams (in the NSC) play teams that Raiders had the top player.
we could be dead and play and
Last week, Frank Lickliter
win."
came away as the number one
Schoenstedt feels that thi is
player in the James Madison
the case with most of the team in
Invitational winning the honor
the divi ion, although Nonhern
of
tournament medalist.
Illinois and DePaul are playing
The golf team played 54
really tough schedules.
holes
in three days at the
''This is the toughest schedule
Northern Intercollegiate at
we have played," she continued.
Purdue over the weekend.
"I'm excited for being .500
considering the strength of our
It was WSU's number two
competition.
golfer David Pashko that stood
The conference is the most
out from the rest scoring 73important part of the season and
67-68-208 to win the honor as
we need to peak in the conference. the playoff winner. This is the
The conference is more important
second tournament in a row
(than the rest of the season)."
that Pashko has done outstandNorthern Illinois is favored
ing. Last week at the James
going into the tournament, but
Madison Invitational, Pashko
with a talented coach like Linda
finished second in the tournaSchoenstedt, and a solid Wright
ment (76-75-151) out of 80
Raiders volleyball team, it would
players finishing only to team be hard to count the Raiders out.
mate Frank Lickliter.
Time will tell if the tough schedule will pay off and the pay off
"David was excellent,"
will be on November 16 and 17.
Coach Fred Jefferson said.
Conference battle begins in an "He felt like he was knocking
exciting manner on Saturday, Oct
at the door."
6, when the Raiders host Northern
Frank Lickliter finished
Illinois. It will take place at the
16th out of 110 players (78CJ. McLin gym at the Nutter
68-69-215) in the tournament.
Center, the first time anyone has
played an actual match there.
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Raiders do well at the
Northern Interco lleg iate
"Frank's first round was
bad," Jefferson said. "He hit
two out-of-bounds. He could
have been two shots better.
His score was better than it
looks."
Louis Smith finished in
the 72nd slot of the Northern
Intercollegiate (73 -74-77 -224)
while teammates Sam Arnold
and Randy Cherubini finished
86th and 107th.
Wright State ended the
tournament in 7th place out of
22 teams (299-285-289-873),
just 18 shots off the pace set
by Wisconsin.
Coach Jefferson was
happy with the team's performance.
"We set a new school
record for a 54 hole course by
nine shots," he said. "The rest
of the field played great.
Usually when a team plays
under 900 for a 54 hole
course it is good. In this tournament, every team played
under 900.
"We started off tied for
19th after the first round,
came back to tie for 8th in
ro und two, and finished 7th,"
Jefferson contin ued. "We had

two players (Pashko and
Lickliter) in the sixties, two
for two straight rounds."
Looking to the Eastern
Kentucky Colonel Classic,
Coach Jefferson is expecting
good things from his team.
"Both Dave and Frank
have the golf course," Jefferson said. "We should be
motivated. Frank set the
spring record for 54 holes. If
the other three players have
good rounds it will help."
In the Eastern Kentucky
Colonel Classic, freshman
Chris Myers will have a
chance to show what he can
do.
"I look for him to make
good impact," Jefferson said.
"We need him to have one or
two good rounds."
The Eastern Kentucky
Colonel Classic will be the
last tournament before the
spring. The team's next
tournament will be on the
18th of March , unless they
can find some action before
then.
"As long as snow isn't on
the ground we'll play,"
Jefferson sa id.

liflft1111~11"~- :d~~~~ Country's potential is breaking through
the season," Baumer said.
"Both teams are blending in
Wright State,s cross
well together. We have a
group that is starting to fall
country team traveled to
into place. We're in a
Kentucky over the weekend
situation where they are
and made a good showing in
the Louisville Invitational, but starting to get to the point
coach Mike Baumer feels that where the workouts are more
quality. We're getting ready to
he hasn' t seen the team ' s fu ll
shift gears and up the tempo a
potential yet.
bit."
The men 's team fi nished
Both teams continue to
6th out of an 11-team field
and the women's team finished improve with every meet they
compete in. The men defeated
fou rth out of a 9 team field.
" If they keep training hard Bellarmine in Louisville who
beat WSU at their own meet,
and allow themselves to race
but they were still behind
like I know they can, then I
Morehead State. Tim Best was
think we,re going to see the
the top finisher placing 10th
kind of finishes, both team
with a time of 27: 13 and Matt
and individual, that they have
the potential for by the end of Pennucci placed 17th with a

Sports Editor
As chosen by thier respective coaches:

Men's SoccerMike Tracy

Women's SoccerChris Hawker

VolleyballEileen Hughes

Men's Cross CountryJeff Payne

Women's Cross CountryJane Recker

GolfDave Pashko

time of 27:28, neither were
happy with their races
according to Baumer.
WSU was without two of
their top runners, Jim Salyer
and Jeff Smith.
Baumer felt that the race
had its good and bad points.
"Two guys were in the top
20, others were 50 and below,
which is too big of a gap
between the 2nd through 7th
runners, we can ' t have that,"
he said. "We have to start
racing in the meets. There is
more depth on the men, s team
then we've had in a long time.
17 guys ran in the meet. They
hate to lose."
The women's team did
well in a tougher field than

last year.
"The women's team is
basically the same as it was
last year, Baumer said. "They
just have to do what they ,re
capable of doing."
Recker was WSU's top
finisher placing 4th with a
time of 18:47, Angie DiSalvo
finished 21st with a time of
20:49.
"Jane really uncorked
one," Baumer said. "Last year
she was second, this year she
finished fourth, but there was
a lot more competition. This
0

year she ran a little faster .
"Jane ran a more
competitive race and finished
right behind the girl who won
see "Potential" on page 20
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Freshman,
Paul
McGllllvary,
takes the
ball away
from his
opponent.

wsu

•

fall sports In action

Jounlor,
Eiieen
Hughes
reaches
and nails
her
powerful
jump serve

Above: Mary Beth Lengfeld fights off a
defender and makes It to the ball whlle looking
for goal.

)

l

l'
l
1

If

Right: Senior, Frank Llckllter Is wsu golf's
number one man. Frank has been swinging
away this fall.
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Paxton kicking her way to glory
Ed Swann
Staff

"I still get nervous before
games."
That' s a surprising revelation
coming from someone who
rewrote the all-time scoring
record for women ' s soccer at
Wright State after her freshman
year.
When Joanne Pax ton takes
the field, she appears to be in
complete control, and her statistic reveal no lack of confidence,
either. Her record setting fir t
year earned her fre hman of the
year honor in 1988, and that wa
ju ta preview of sea on to
come. Since then she led the
team in goal for the second consecutive year in 1989 to earn the
team Most-Valuable-Player
award, and this year has moved
into second place on the all-time
assists list, just one behind

teammate Debbie Dunn.
"She has been our leading
scorer the past three years, "
Women' s Soccer Coach Hylton
Dayes said. "She is a leader on
the field because of her goalscoring ability and her clutch
play. She has had an outstanding
career so far." Paxton ' s perfonnance is no surprise nor an
accident. A graduate of Cincinnati's Amelia High School, she
started playing soccer before the
age of five.
A team captain in her
enior year, her hard work paid
off a he led Amelia to the
di trict final .
Paxton's young start as a
soccer player has enabled her to
develop into one of WSU's
premier players. With JUSt a little
more than two years of collegiate
experience, she plays with the

..-----------------------------------------------FAIRBORN HOME COMP UTER
Authorized Commodore
Educational Dealer

(~Commodore ®

500 p
System

AMIGA~
.1

Amiga 500

"
"

One MegaByt ot RAM
3 5 Inch Disk D11ve

"

M ouse-

"

1O~ S Stereo Color Monitor

"

A m1gaV 1s1on M uh1med1a

Software

Available to high school and universily
faculty, and university students.

Spec1al educat-Cndl pncing is atso ava1lb/e on ot/Jer Commodore Systems Call for details

AMIGJ\. THE COMPUTER
FOR THE CREATIVE MIND
(Next to Chi-Chi's)
Fairborn, Ohio 45324

(513) 429 - 3116

see "Paxton" on page 20

Freshman cracks volleyball
starting line-up
·Tony

in the future .
But volleyball isn't her
whole life.
"Other than school and
volleyball, I like to shop and
spend time with my family
and friends," she said .
Although recruited by
other colleges, Shepherd chose
Wright State because it is not
too far from Wisconsin. She
also likes playing under Linda
Schoenstedt, the women's head
volleyball coach.
"Most of all, I like the
togetherness on the team,"
Shepherd said. "It makes it
easier to adapt."
This year's. team is off to
a good start and appears to be
improving every day. There is
a lot of talent on this team,
and hopefully that talent will
be noticed in the remaining

Boyer

Staff

Freshman sensation Mika
Shepherd appears to be making
an impact on this year's
volleyball team. She has
started many games and
greatly helped the Raiders
this season.
Shepherd started her volleyball career in Brazil, South
America. In Brazil the teams
practiced for a month in
preparation of a tournament.
After leaving South America
she moved to Wisconsin,
where as a freshman at Horlick High School she began to
take the game serious.
Throughout high school she
won many awards including
Racine County player-of-the-

(:Commodore®

2820 Colonel Glenn Highway

as I'd like, and I need to be more
consistent."
She does take into consideration that opponents are playing
her tougher this year because
they know about her ability, and
they are making her work harder
for a good shot. As a testimony '·
to her ability, Paxton has adjusted
by becoming a better passer,
which is reflected by her assist
totals, standing at a team leading
by four so far this season.
Although she sells her own
ability a little short, he has lid
faith in the abil ity of the team as
a whole.
"We need to be more con istent, but we have a good team,"
Paxton said. "Probably the best
team since I've been here, and
we• ve been passing the ball better
lately."

program. Joanne is very personable and gets along well with
everyone."
Her early success has not
made her complacent, though,
and most of the time she finds it
easy to keep on top of her game.
"I've always been selfmotivated," Joanne said. "My
parents got me started, but they
never needed to push me into it.
Their support and encouragement
really picks me up sometime ,
and they still come to see almo t
all of my game ."
Her accompli hments
Joanne Paxton
haven't come without a price,
though. Paxton· s succe has
expertise of a veteran athlete and created high expectations from
others, but she expects even more
the leadership of a senior.
"She was in the first recruit- from herself.
"I'm a little disappointed in
ing class that I had," Dayes said.
my slow start this season," she
"She's a clutch player. She's
definitely been a standout for our said. "I don't have as many goals

Tony Boyer

Mika Shepherd
year.
Shepherd is majoring in
child psychology and hopes to
work with abused children
after she graduates. She also
has visions of being a coach
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Minnesota -6 Vs. Detroit
Green Bay+ 7 Vs. Chicago
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replacing Jack Butler who is an
assistant under men's basketball
coach Ralph Underhill. St. Clair
had been the head coach for the
women's basketball team for the
University of Illinois-Chicago.

Women's
volleyball,
basketbal I on
television
The Wright State volleyball
game and women's basketball
game will b put on the air in
the Miami Valley area on cable
on taped delay beginning
Saturday September 29 at 11 :00
a.m. Th e tape will
aired
through th end of February .

WSU in Carrie
Classic
WSU men' bask tball
team will open the r ad
p rtion of their schedule o f
1991- 992 in the Carrie
Cla ic at Syracu e Uni er ity.
But toumment pairings haven't
een an nounc d yet. Along
\ it 1 th Wn ht State Raiders,
the Syracu ~e Orangem n w ill
ho t Eastern Kentuck y and St.
Jo ph s, Pen nsylvania in the
33,00 seat Carrier Dom e on
Dece mber 6-7, 1991. T hi will
give the Wrigh t State Raiders
a good audience to show what
they can do.

Durkle appointed
Fred Durkle has been ap-

pointed a sistant to the direc
tor of special projects in the
Ervin J. Nutter Center at
Wright State University.
Durkle will be responsible
for promoting high school
athletic events and related high
school activities, along with
other special events for the
Nutter Center.
,
Prior to his appointment,
burkle was the principal of
Twin Valley Schools. He is a
member of the Ohio High
School Athlet!c Directors
Association, Southwest District
Athletic Directors Association,
National High School Federation , Ohio High School Track
Association, and he has been
secretary/treasurer of the
Southwest Distric Athletic
Board since 1970.
Durkle has a master' s
degree in school administration
and bachelor' s degrees in
b iolog ical sciences, speech and
physical education from Miami
Un iversity in Ohio.

St. Claire named

Men 's volleyball
tryouts in October

Francine St. Clair has been
named as the full time Wright
State athletics academic advisor

Anyone interested in trying
out for the men's volleyball

team should meet in the main
gym of the P.E. building on Oct
8-9 from 7-10 p.m. For more
information, contact Kevin
Proffitt at 879-3512.

thon/U.S. Men's National
Championship will take place at
City Hall and end at the capital
building in Columbus. The 26.2
mile course will start at 8:45
a.m. for people in wheelchairs,
9:00 a .m. for runners and 9: 14
New athletic club
a.m. for the Children's Run for
- Fun (a 1.2 mile course). This
to be started on
will be the site for the 1990 and
campus
1991 U .S. Men 's National
Championship Marathon , and
the 1992 U.S. M en' s Ol ympic
A new sports club is being
Trials.
statted on campus called the
The entry fee is $20 if postStudent Athletics Promotions
marked before October 6, $25
Board. The purpose is to
fro m Oc tober 7 to November 1,
promote student athletics on
$40 from November I to Nocampus . If anyone i intere ted
vember 7, and $50 at race expo
in joining ,.contact Kim Heckler Nov . 9- 10.
in the athl tic department at
73-2771.

Columbus
Marath o n/U.S.
Men 's National
Ch ampionship
On the 11th day of the 11th
month of the year, the 11th
running of the Columbus Mara-

Youth League
started
The WPAFB youth ac tivities i looking for youth recreational teams to participate in its
upcoming ba ketball program.
Divi ions are co-ed and by age;
9-11, 12- 14 and 16-18. Contact
Chuck at 255-5053.
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418 E. Fifth St.
Dayton,Ohio 45402
In The
Historical Oregon District
Phone: 223-2470

OPEN
MON. - FRI.
4PM to 2:30 AM

SATURDAY
7PM- 2:30AM

WANTED: MBA CANDIDATE
VISIT OUR
OUTDOOR
~ATIO

Growing national concern seeking MBA candidates
for hands on marketing experience. Grow this
business from inside out. Opportunity to develop
marketing department into career position. Flexible
hours, immediate COJ'.llpetitlve. Send Resume To:
RRS D.A. KOSTOFF
206 N. SPRINGBORO PKE. SUITE 209
DAYTON, OH 45449
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Nutter Center lands big sporting events

Cindy Horner
Sports Rap

It' not even open yet, but the
slate i almo t full through March
and the slate i full of ports.
Only a few date remain pen
on the chedule of events for the
Ervin J. Nutter Center.
Wright State's sports teams
will play in the facility beginning
this fall. The women's volleyball
team may play their first match
there in the CJ. McLin gym this
Saturday when they open the
North Star Conference with
Northern Illinois.
The Dynamo will make the
Nutter Center their home along
with some big high school
tournaments according to a press
conference that released all the
upcoming events.
The district and state high
school wrestling tournaments will

be at the Nutter Center on March
7-9.
Fred Durkle, who is responsible for promoting high school
athletic events and related high
school activities for the Nutter
Center, said that the Nutter Center
is the only facility that can hold
ten mats for Wre tling.
The Nutter Center also landed
other high school tournaments
such as the di trict volleyball, girls
sectional ba ketball, boys di trict
b ketball and boys regional
basket all.
The Miami Valley High
School Basketball F tival
featuring four high hool boy
basketball game will be during
the day on Jan. 19. The tournament tentatively kicks off at 10
a.m. with a Brookville and TriVillage matchup then it will be
Bellfontaine vs. Greenon followed
by Middletown vs. Beavercreek,
then Twin Valley South vs. Dixie.
Wright State's men's team will be
the featured act later that day
when they play Missouri-Kansas
City in the nightcap.
"We hope it will be four
games between the top eight
teams," said Mike Ackers,
Brookville's basketball coach. "It

will give some high school teams
in the Miami Valley a chance to
showcase some kids."
The "magicians of basketball," the Harlem Globetrotter ,
will give the crowd an after
Christmas special on Dec. 26
when they strut and stroll their
way into the Nutter Center at 7:30
p.m.
The Globetrotters will start
the eason with a winning streak
of 7 ,000 con ecutive game .
Trying to break that treak will be
the Shamrock of Bo ton, who
will n ed all the luck that's in
tho four-leaf clovers.
On Dec. 28-29, the U.S. Hot
Rod nationals will take place.
Large trucks will compete in a
series of events including freestyle, best appearance and drag
racing.
The facility should do well for
Wright State. The more events
they land, the faster the Nutter
Center will pay for itself.
The Nutter Center could lead
to great things for Wright State
both athletically and scholastically. It should allow Wright State
to take its place on the map.
For general ticket information
call (513) 873-4789.

The Globetrotters are coming to town on December 26.

Seems like old times in Reds country
Nathan Roach
Assistant Sports Editor

The hunt for Reds' October is
on and in high gear. After disappointing losses to the Houston
Astros, the Reds seemed not as
much of a shoe-in as everyone
expected.

The Reds' lead shrunk to 3 l/
2 games and the Dodgers were
coming up fast. The Red had to
quit looking in the rear view
mirror at the Dodgers and start
concentrating on their own play.
Cincinnati decided to make a
statement in San Diego- they are
for real.

Lotus

CHINESE RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
Szechaun - Cantonese - Hunan

Going into San Diego to play
the Padres, the Reds' offense was
struggling, scoring two runs here
and three there. Then the bats
started to wake up. The Reds
offense scored 34 runs leading
them to a four game sweep over
the Padres, the firs t time the Reds
have ever accomplished this.
The overly criticized Eric
Davis raised his batting average to
a respectable .259 over the
weekend. After scoring 34 runs it
is certain that many of the Reds
brought their batting averages up.

LUNCHEO N SPECIAL
FO R ONLY $3.95
Includes Soup, Egg Roll, & Fried Rice
DINNERS FROM $5.45 - $14.95
FREE BIRTHDAY CAKE WI DINNER
NEW ESTABLISHMENT (513) 298-9979

October 2, 1990

October 11, 1990

October 15, 1990

11 am •3pm

9:30 am· llam
068 Alyn Hall

fRE~ fOOf SC~~NING fREE HEA~NG SCR~~NIN ~~ D~NlAl SCRE~NING

9am •Noon

068 Al~ Hal

I

0n me Qood

see " Reds" on page 20
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The Dodgers went down
kicking. In a crucial game against
the Houston Astros, Tommy
Lasorda used up six pitchers to try
to win the game to keep the magic
number to four games. Lasorda' s
strategy was to no avail, the
Dodgers lost the game 10-1,
leaving the magic number at three.
Looking back at this season,
Lou Pinella has worked wonders.
The lead would be five, then
seven, then nine, then a losing
streak would bring the lead back

~

m9 E. OOROTHY LANE

Wellne$ Screenings

After winning the opener, the
Reds took a double header on
Saturday to stretch their lead to
four. Then on Sunday, the Reds
showed no signs of stopping by
winning 9-2 which, added to a
Dodgers• loss to San Francisco,
gave the Reds a five game lead,
reducing the magic number to
five. If the Reds can win four
games, the Dodgers will have to
win all of their nine games.
The eleven year drought and
Pedro Borbon's curse seems to be
over.

\~ C

contact Deat or Tresa
at 873·2967
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Window , Secret Garden,"
eavesdrops on the impending
nervous breakdown of a writer
continued from page 8
continued from page 11
when a stranger accuses him
continued from page 11
of stealing a story.
what happens, as the author
could not see? What would
"The Library Policeman"
for example, was to be this
writes in his introduction, "to turns on the funny-scary
you do if you could not hear
year's "Batman," the second
the teacher's lecture and his
the wide-eyed observer when
biggest money-maker of allproposition that a crusty
towards
you
so
you
back
was
the window between reality
time. Naturally, it was a hard
librarian will send a malevoand unreality breaks and the
act to follow . In a similar way, could not read his lips?
le nt man after you if you
Things other students take glass begins to fly ."
many people fel t " Days of
don ' t return a book.
For King ' s readers, what
Thunder" wa just a remake of for granted, such as climbi ng
In the fina l story, "The
stairs
and
taking
notes,
can
result is a fitful sleep with
Cruise' s earlier "Top Gun."
Sun Dog ," a boy receives a
the night light burning.
Sequels also bear the burden of cause probl ems which can be
Polaroid
cam e ra that shows
frustratin g to the disabled
T ypical of King, these
living up to the succes fu l
only
one
image over and
student. Elec tric door , tu nnels four tale conjure truly
original . The umm er sequel
ove r: a demented dog that
all
the
buildi
ng
,
connecting
such as "Another 48 Hours"
frightening pro pec t while
eem to get clo er and clo er
elevator and overhead pr jecand "Gremlin 2" were,
ex tending charm s in th e tilling to the len - and to the real
tor
may
eem
like
a
conventherefore, n L maj r b x offic
of K ing's fer tile imag inati on
wo rld .
ience to the normal tudent,
hits.
and in th e detailed, omctime
Each tale unfold from a
T
the
hardly
w
rth
noticing.
Some film th ug h were
vicio u ly funny, characteriz captivati ng theme, but the
di
·ablcd
tudent,
they
are
a
cl arty un ucce ful finanti on.
fir t two storie are stronge l.
nece ity in learning and
cially. Bill Murray' "Quick
At time , they al o betray
At 246 pages, "The Lanliving.
Change" and Andrew "Dice"
his weaknes for elf-reference goliers" is the most sprawling
But
do
all
these
ob
tacles
Clay's "Ford Fairlane" were
and a tendency to pummel
to a disabled per on mean an
of these "novellas."
quickly in and out of theaters
readers
with a uniform, cynieducation
is
not
worth
receivAs the red-eye flight
despite the popularity these
cally witty narration. King's
most
disabled
ing?
Ask
drones
on auto pilot into the
stars seem to enjoy.
voice, though entertaining,
the
students
and
you
will
find
inky
night
over Denver,
So if the big budget stuff
varies little from story to
obstacles
have
become
an
airline
pilot
Brian Engle,
is not doing as well a exstory.
everyday
rou
tine,
something
who
had
been
"deadheading"
pected, then what i ? It seems
In the first tale, "The
because
it
is
that
is
accepted
back
to
Boston,
tries to figure
that adult-aimed films such as
there and has to be dealt with. Langoliers," 11 passengers on out what happened to the
"Presumed Innocent" are
The students do not wish to
a red-eye flight from Los
crew and passengers, anJ how
becoming more popular. The
be
dependan
t
on
others
for
Angeles to Boston wake to
success of such films as that
to land the plane.
discover that the other passenand "Ghost," may be hints of a everything they need. EducaHe is qualified to fly the
tion is a way to learn selfgers and the cre w have
new type of film which will
plane. But air-traffic commureliance. Assistance is needed
disappeared.
flourish in Hollywood in the
nic ations with the Denver
at
times; but, then again , we
The second tale, "Secret
months to come.
tower have disappeared. So
all need help now and then.
has Denver.
TH E SEARCH IS N OW ON!
Gradually , Engle and com "1 99 1 MISS OHIO USA® PAGEANT"
pany discover that they have
NO PERFORMING TALENT REQUIRED
somehow breached the fabric
of time and are flying in the
past.

Movie

Disabled Souls
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The pleasure of this story
lies in King's setup and solution to their predicament and
in the creation of "the langoliers," strange creatures who
clean up after time like a race
of space- time maids.
The best story, "Secret
Window, Secret Garden,"
finds King picking his own
pocket a bit as he draws on
"The Shining" and "Misery"
for some plot devices and
mood.
Writer Morton Rainey is
nursing a wounded heart and
ego from an impending
divorce when a man comes to
hi hou e in rural Maine and
acc u es him of stealing a
story . Rainey begins their
encounter conv inced the man
is crazy. He can prove he
didn't steal the story .
Yet, he is repeatedly
thwarted in his attempts to
disprove the accusation.
Gradually, Rainey come to
doubt his own innocence, an d
then his sanity.
As he did in "The Shining," King chillingly pries
loos~ the la)' e1 s of a m~u ' ~
psyche, the way archae0bgists
unearth long-bidder., vap;e!y
eerie secrets from the past.
In moments such as these,
King displays a bottomless
imagination that justifies his
supremacy in the pop-horror
pile.
(Marianne Flagg wri tes f c.r
the Idaho Statesman in Boise.)

ilililtiliillll1111
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Me lissa P rocter
M iss Oh io USA "

199 1 Miss Ohio USA Pagea nt
c/o Tri-Sta te Headquarters - Dept. CA
34 7 Locust Avenue, Washington, PA 15301 -3399
Tri-State Headquarters P hone ls 4 12 /225-5343

TWid Razor System

is

seen
on .

Application Deadline Is October 13, 1990
Lett ers M UST include a recent snapsh o t ,
brief biogra phy, phone number and a ddress.
·Miss USA· Pageant Is part of the fa mily of Paramount Communications, Inc .

Miss Ohio USN·

•SIJM RAZOR HEAD •••

Is ' A Ca rvern Production '

fol' close, comfortable shaves even in hard to rea:h places!

•UNIQUE OPTION •••

ATTENTION PRE- MEDICAL STUDENTS •

shaves in pivot or fixed positions!

~~::ersity

College of
OHIO UNIVERSITY
osteopathic
·
College Of Osteopathic Medicine
Medicine
invites you to leam about osteopathic medicine at our annual pre-medical dinner/program.
Date: Tuesday, October 9, 1990 Time: 6:30pm -9:00pm
Place: Grandview Hospital and Medical Center
405 Grand Ave.
Dayton, Ohio 45405
For re1ervations and more detail1 call 226-3957 by Friday, October 5, 1990.

•SLEEK HANDLE DESIGN •••
IOI' greater control, handling and maneuverability!
PICK UP YOUR FREE COLLEGE RAZOR AT:

r-----------------------------,
~COUPOM

:

-

:

:;--

I

Phone'

~.~;~

: N-- --

==-~
s_ _

ZlpCode _

I

WRIGHT STATE :
UNIVERSITY :
BOOKSTORE :
I

L--~~!.":.~~=-==~=-----------------~
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Potential Coakley

Reds

continued from page 13

continued from page 17

to five. 1wice, the Dodgers would
look like they might do it by
coming within three and a half
games, but always seemed to hit a
speed bump at that point.
The season started with a
bang, with the Reds winning their
, first nine, and flirting with a .700
winning percentage for over a
month. After the All-Star break,
the Reds started to slack off on
their productivity. A huge slump
for Reds' key hitters like Eric
Davi , Chri Sabo, and Billy
n for
Hatcher were part of the r
th Reds' w n. The pitching
tarted to go bad with Jack
Armstrong in a lump, Scott
Scudder letting up a ton of run ,
and Danny Jackson and Jose Rijo
on the disabled list
Some players rose to the top.
Second baseman Maraiano
Duncan has hit toward the top of
the National League all year.
Barry Larkin is also deserving of
credit for the Reds' pennant,
hittting solidly all year. A struggling Jose Rijo looked good at the
first half of the season, but was
hampered by injuries. In the last
month of the season, he looked
like the second coming of Don
Drysdale. pitching nine innings of
each of his last four starts through
Wedne3day. Eric Davis, the target
of many unn~essary boos in
Riverfront Stadiwn, has risen to
the challenge of the pennant race
raising his batting average to .261
with twenty-four home runs and
eighty-six runs baned in.
"Stonnin'"Nonnan Charlton
has also contributed to the Reds'
success this season after leaving
'The Nasty Boys" with a dozen
wins, a 2.70 earned run average,
and definately the play of the year
by leveling Dodger catcher Mike
Sciosia.
Randy Myers and Rob Dibble
have combined to become the
most respected bullpen in baseball.
Myers, who has 30 saves and the
ability to make people as~ "Who
is John Franco?," mowed the late
inning batters over. Rob Dibble
added a spark to the team with his
131 strikeouts in 94 innings
pitched and his refusal to talk to

competitive race and finished
right behind the girl who won
it last year," Baumer
continued. "Jane would have
won our meet with her time.
The women were much closer
to Morehead this time. They
have allowed themselves to
run really good races. Every
single one of the girls had
there best time this week,
which shows the potential they
have."
Next the Raider will
travel to Heidelberg for a
Saturday morning meet.
Wright State will compete
again l Malone, Heid Iberg,
Alma, Blufton, Hiram, Hope,
Kalamazoo, Lake Erie,
Walbash, Ohio Northern, and
maybe Kenyon colleges. This
will be the fourth year for the
Heidelberg Invitational and
WSU has done well. The
women's team has won every
year, while the men's team,
has won it two out of three
years.
"It's important, we always
want to do well there,"
Baumer said. "They want to
be good runners whether
they're varsity or non-varsity.
Both teams have finally caught
up to adjusting from high
school to varsity. The season
is not going to end in
November. It's going to talce a
year-round effort of training
and running so they can
improve for next year."

l

I

On Saturday, during a rain
delay, the Reds finally finished off
what they started. The score was
shown, the Dodgers had lost, and
it was all over, the Pedro Borbon
curse, the terrible 1982 season,
and the Pete Rose controversy all
behind them now. It• s time to
celebrate.

.... ........ ..

continued from page 2
ance was WDTN' s reporting of WSU' s overbooking
of 142 students. According
to Coakley, a recent
president of the Great
Lakes Association of
College and University
Housing Affairs, most
colleges overbook to compensate for the inevitable
attrition of students.
Coaklley told The
Guardian that he wa
going to draft a leuer to
WDTN expre ing hi di ati faction.
Lat r, it was d cidcd
that a leuer might not be
a effective as a direct discussion between Assistant
Director of University
Communications, Lynnette
Heard and David Roberts,
WDTN news director.
In an interview, Heard
said that she expres ed the
concerns to Roberts and he
acknowledged that the
reporter may have been a
little zealous in his gathering of the facts of the
story. Roberts also agreed
to talk with the reporter
about the concerns expressed by Coakely.
Heard went on to say
that she was quite confident that the problem had
been peacefully resolved.

Overload Paxton

continued from page 15

continued from page 4

ing and Mailing Services, the
current mail system was
unable to handle the overload
brought in by the new buildings, thus resulting in the
reduction of runs.
"We didn't have the
people to make the runs,"
Grenzebach said. "But in the
future there may be the
pos ibility of more run . We'll
just have to ee how it g e ."
This wa not the fir t cut
in the m iling y Lem. Gren z ba h aid that in th pa t
run have been ut, but w re
eventually re tor d to the
original number of deliverie .
Asked if he saw that happening, Grenzebach responded
by saying "I can see that. I
can't be sure when it will
happen, we'll just have to see
if this works."
Even though some building's deliveries were cut,
others remained the same.
"It varies, some get one
and others two," said Grenzebach. "The Bursar, Registrar
and Admissions will continue
to get two deliveries per day.
On the other h:md, tht; outlyrn3 areas that don't get as
much mail will only receive
one run. We have extended
service to a number of people,
including the Nutter Center,
Yellow Center and Research
Park,"

And that is a good sign. The
team faces a tougher schedule
this year than they ever have,
playing five top twenty opponents, including four time
national champion North Carolina here at Wright State.
"We're really looking
forward to the match against
North Carolina," Paxton said.
"They haven't been beat in three
or four year , and that would be
our greatest accompli hment yet
if we could win that game."
De pite the challenging
ch dule, Paxton ay that he
would much rath r be facing
tougher op nen and d ing
beuer, than playing a chedule
they would dominate and not be
challenged. That's what Division
I level sports is all about and she
loves the competition.
So what's left for the all-time
scoring leader to accomplish?
Pax ton's goals for the rest of the
season are to develop more
consistency, and to help the team
to win games by looking for the
players with the best shot.
As for her personal aspirations, she would like to have a
good enough season to gain some
kind of national recognition and
awards, but places those goals as
secondary to the success of the
team.
But what would really make
her season worthwhile?
"To beat North Carolina,"
she said.

People who have
weighed the advantages
feel about 9 million

pounds lighter.
The HMR hsting Program from Greene Memorial
Hospit.al ·medically supervised weight loss
Whether your weight los go,11i-..40 puund~ or 140 pound , the medically ~uperv1sed
GMH can lwlp. Hundreds oi thousands of people nationwide have
lo~t an average oi 49 .8 pound~ Jdding uµ to over 9,000,000 unwanted pound~.
You won 't think oi the HMR F.J::.ting Program a~ a diet b cau e it i n't. It ' a ~eriou~
wtight manag ment program thJt u. l''> J liquid protein drink and edu ational and
behavioral training ~o you'll not only lo e the weight you want, you ' ll learn how to make
sure it stays losi. . . for a lifetime!

ia~ting program from

the~s.

l

4, 1990

WEIGH THE ADVANTAGES FOR YOURSELF ...CALL 429-7322 FOR MORE
INFORMATION. THE HMR FASTING PROGRAM.

Q• III

BEAVERVIEW HEALTH CEN'TtR
3095 Dayton-Xenia Road.
Beavercreek, Ohio
A sen-ice of Greene Memori•I Hospil.il

Attention S~ff: Your insurance may pay for this,
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Classified Advertising_

l•EMPLOYMENTI
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY!
Assemble products at home. Cal for
information. 504~641-8003 Ext. 5974.

I .

SERVICES 1 1--~~~..e EVENTS

TYPING- $2.00 per double spaced page.
Letter quality plus spelling check (your
typing, my printing) - $1 .00 per page.
Papers, resumes, mia'ocassette
transcription. Call Eieen at 256-1830.
AARDVARK WORD PROCESSING
SERVICES. "We varl< aard for you."

LOOKING FOR CREATIVE PEOPLE
to design insignia for Sociology Dept. For
more inlormation ask tor Megan at 873-

OCTOBER DAZE!! Friday, Oct. 5, 10am 4pm, under the water tower. Food, games,
beverages and bands (Making Waves
from Columbus, Forecast from Cleveland,
and Frog Baby's from Dayton). Doni miss
this one; it's a biggie!

202.7.

OPPORTUNITY

I

STUDY ABROAD fl Australia Information
on semester.summer, January term, and
Internship programs. All run for under
$6000. Call Curtin University's North
American Office al 1-800-a78-3696.
SPRING BREAK/CHRISTMAS BREAK
TOURS - lndividualsor student
organization needed to promote our Ski!
Sun Tours. EARN MONEY and FREE
TRIPS to Cancun, Daytona, Vermont,
Montreal. CALL HI-LIFE 1-800-263-5604.

TYPING - "Flying Fingers• Typing Service
would love to help you with your typing
needs. Over ·15· years experience. Just
·s· minutes from campus. NO JOB TOO
BIG. Services include Harvard Graphics,
LOTUS 123 Banners, and Certificates - al
with letter quality printing. Call SH ELLE
today @ 426-5500.

1--}~ Jl..e EVENTS

11 ..}~~..e EVENTS 11 f!il AUTO/CARI

I

THE GLSU (Gayilesbian Student Union)
at WSU wi be meeting Wed. October 3 at
5:30 in UC - 155C. Mailbox K312 for
questions

COLLEGE BOWL: The Varsity Sport of
the Mind ... .is just around the corner. Get
your teams prepared now. Keep watching
for further info.

1986 PONT. FIERO - Red, Auto, Air, Low
Miles, Sharp. Less than $115.00 per mo.
ODown. Call Tm @ 429-5784.

1986 CHEV. CAVALIER -Black, Red
WRIGHT STATE CINEMA (UCB) presents Interior, Sunroof, AM/FM. One owner.
SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER, Sunday,
Less than $88 per mo. Call Tim@4297pm, 116 Health Sciences. A gangster5784.

Come see the Volcano and erupt in
laughter with JOE VS. THE VOLCANO.
esque melodrama. The autobiography of
On video in the Rat. Tues. at 3, Wed. at 5, the
director, Francois Truttaut.
Thurs. al noon. Brought to you by UCB.
Next week, giant worms make TREMORS! WRIGHT STATE CINEMA (UCB) presents
BONNIE & CLYOE.Warren Beatty was
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS- Call
Clyde long before Dick Tracy. A true
today for details about a "Pumpkin Party•
dassicl Friday &Saturday, 9pm, 116
and a "Christmas Dinner" being planned
Health Sciences.
for you. Call 236-1762 and ask for John.
PIZZA EATING CONTEST! Wed .,
Roadtrlp: The lmpresslonlsmTour at the October 17, Spm , Rathskeller. How much
Toledo Museum of Art, Sunday, October 7. can you eat? How fast can you eat? Sign
Over 85 paintings and sculptures by world up in o48 UC or call 873-2329.
famous artists are featured in this national
Anyone interested in joining a Big
tour. Tickets are on sale at the U.C. box
Brothers/ Big Sisters dub contact Leslie
office for oni'f $8.00 per student..
1455.

MONDAY

MOOAYtmr-OOW

T.V .'s
FOOTBALL TRIVIA
HALF TIME BUFFET
DOOR PRIZES
DRINK SPECIALS

THURSDAY

HOME
WHY RENT? Homes for $100, repos.
Govi give away programs! For information
504-649-0670 Ext. R-5974.

I~~<t>

LOST

LOST: One man's gold rope bracelet. Lost
on campus 9-20. Please respond to
maibox # U 451 .

TUESDAY

TUESDAY NIGHT
IS MEXICAN NIGHT
IN SUGARS.

SPM - 7PM
TACOS, MINI
BURRITOS, NACHOS

SATIJRDAY

LINGERIE SHOW
NEW MODELS
NEW FASHIONS
6:30-8:30PM
EVERY THURSDAY
NIGHT

1985 CHEVETTE 2 DOOR - Automatic
with Air. Cond. New Tires and Exhaust.
Runs great. AM/FM Stereo. Phone 4271200 9-Spm .

WWSN 107. 7FM
SATURDAY N IGHT
W ITH THE O LDIES
-A ND-

" MONEY PIT"
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
FOUR LUCKY PEOPLE TRY
TO GRAB $500.00

Need Cash

Weeuy

Used Cars
3911 COL GL9'N HWt,

Guaranteed used cars for sale.
&

Imports, DljW!iiort more.
::::...

In
Fr ont
Of
Kroger
WALT DISNEY'S .. FANTASIA" W ITH LEOPOLD STOKOWSKJ ANO THE PHI LADELPHIA ORC H ESTRA
SOUNUT KACK AVAILABLE ON C'.AS!>ETTE ANU (XJMl'ACT UISC FRUM <tlocr~I' R,.,;mb

=-r===-==
j G l ~~I.

ttE*llEl..EA.."WJ) B Y 8l'ENAY~'TAf"tt .

TF.<> -

JJU .. .

"RE.'t~TH IBl .,.. tN . L....._ _
• TllEWAl.T UIS....F.l O HPA.'<Y

STARTS FRIDAY

··::·.) ! : ···.::.:::: .·· ......:::::

2032
Whipp Rd
Kettering
Ohio

CXI~

.~~

25% off - with this coupon.
Oriqina1, Non - fat and
sugar free f1avors.
Pies and cakes avai1ab1e
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~ c \~ 2- SHELF BOOKCASE

36 x 12' 29"
h
Ready to ~sse~gle one ad1ustable shelf.
Walnut 409-649 ·
Oak 409-656
Gray 432-377
LIST 59.95

YOURC
~~
OLYMPUS

PEARLCORDER
S912
MICROCASSITTE
RECORDER

OF

JUST

GONE DOWN!

Are you among the 12.4 million* college students in America trying to
save money? Office Depot America s largest and fastest growing office
supply warehouse chain , will bring down the cost of your education
with savings that average 52%! Visit the Office Depot near your campus .
When you see the incredible savings and selection , you 'll know the cost
Of your education has just gone down!
·cass Commun1callons

Vanable control. voice
activated. dual tape
speeds. auto ott . cue
and review. pause
No. 423-822 LIST 64.00

• General Office Supplies • Copiers & Fax Machines • Business Machines
•Office Furniture• Accounting/Bookkeeping Supplies• Writin lnstru ents
• Computer Supplies • Paper

(¥J HEWLET T HP 12(
F ita'AraLCULATOR

8'/2"; ·1 j ""j·RING BINDERS

EMERSON AT
~~. COMPUTER SYSTEM

Eliminates a vast n~mber of
keystrokes. Financial . math

~'.":169

,._
8Jl-Nal/onal ·

Suede Vrnylbond cover
flatback lnsrde Pocket · 1
double open close booster

0

t,~.;111.

•Hrgh speed 16 MHz ·80286 micro processor •40 Mb, 28ms hard drsk drrve ·3 5"
1 44 meg floppy drs drrve •525" 1 2 meg
floppy disk drrve • 1 meg of RAM expand·
able to 4 meg • 16 Bit VGA Video card
·2 serial and 1parallel port ·Comes
ccmplete with MS DOS 3 31 . Menu
Program Turbo Pascal 5 0. Profess
1onal Wrrte Word Proc ss1ng Ch ck
Fre Home Accounting M nag

J'

m nt and Quattro Spr dsh t
Softwar · Em rson on y r
warranty • 120 days on sit
seMce by G E service
No. 436-972 LIST 2449.00

1611

(

~~~~~~~~

~~.

P=NT=<:H
MECHANICAL PENCILS

EPSON
L-1000 24-PIN

§

3 automatic pushbutton 0 5mm ;;O
pencrls. auto lead teed, extra
!fl_
large eraser, plus 18 lead refrlls
No. 402-834 LIST 4.20
· ~

DOT MATRIX PRINTER
·80 Column · 180 CPS draft. 60 CPS I t1 r quality
·Tractor and singl sh et feed loadm ·BK butt r
• pson·s on year limited warranty · lee Type
No. 425-983 LIST 529.99
front control p n I

..

$

,,,-0~~ ~
:..

~,,

~-C~

MULTt-OUTLET PROTECTOR
Six outlet strip for computers
and electronic equipment

No j35

'

ITABJIO 'Set of' No 1
lrst
BOSS DATA
4
204-735

HIGHLIGHTERS
Assorted colors.

DAYTON
MALL

A
N

I

6
8

I PricE
7.16 4.81
204-784 10 74
7.24
204-792 ' 14 32 9.63

Puzzle redacted due to
copyright

Comic redacted due to copyright
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IGA.
MEET THE FUTURE
OF CREATNE THI KING.
Amiga doesn't just improve your work.
It improves your thinking. IU\t w rkmg
h rd i n't enou h anvm r . r ati\' thinking
i what t winn r apart.
fh m1 ra omputer wa d 1 rned pr i ly \Vith that th ught
m mind. It harnll routin
t '·, th n I t\ vou
II th \ a ti)
inn tion 'nu
inv nti n.

Whatever you can

imagine, Amiga has the
power to pr duce. Easily.
It built-int hnolo zy i a maj r

:

}
I

I

d an m nt in a mput r f
th· iz and pric ran .
With a mou e an impl
icons, Amiga comb in full c lor
di pla , full tereo ound, graphic ,
3-D animation, ideo apabilit
and text as no other computer can.
It has the power to run oftware sophisticated enough to
manipulate vast amounts of data,
a well as the creative g niu to
create the omplete core for an
orchestral compo ition.

We deliver today, what
others promise tomorrow. .
Ami a was deigned to k e up
with you, from hoolwork demand through care r needs.

The Amiga Education Purcha e
Program for college and uni er it
tudents, faculty and admini trators, offer a wid range of full
loaded, specially bundled hardware
systems, with a complete y tern
starting under $700~ All include
a one year limited warranty and
Amiga Vision ~"

The best way to make up your
own mind is to try Amiga.

AMIGA

THE C0\1P TER FOR THE CREATIVE MIND."
clcommodore'

Merical Computers
560 Miamisburg-Centerville Road
Centerville, OH 45459
513) 435-5227

Stop by your ampus Authorized
Amiga Dealer and get your hands

c 1990 Commodore Bw.in~s Machint>S, Inc. Commodore and thl.' Commodore loi,>0 arc lt'g1Stered trademarks of Commodore Elet.tmmn Ltd Amiga is a reb'I tcrcd trademark
of Commodore-Arruga, Inc. l he omputer for thl.' Creative Mind b a trademark of Commodorl.'-i\miga, Inc
•rnces undl.'r the Education Purchase Program at 8/15/90 Prices and ot her terms of this l'ml(ram arl' subject to chani:t> without notice

